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Hi

I fully support the use of drone delivery. We participated in the trial and found it to be quicker than other real
delivery methods. More convenient for what we wanted. This will help for someone stuck at home that just
needs bread or milk, or think of the person who needs medication who can now get it delivered, like brother
who can not drive due to epilepsy he can potentially get his Mede delivered safely quickly and conveniently.
The kids loved it. We love that we can be part developing the future for our children. Like anything new a
group of people will always be negative without see the advantage and positivity that drones can have in the
community The noise is no louder than a motor bike going past and lasts a very short period,  lawn mowers are
much louder than the sound of the drone. Claims that wild life/ birds have gone is not true we still have rosellas,
ducks,  magpies, galahs water fowl and crows around our house and they are still around stranger pond where
we live, the kangaroos still eat grass on the front lawn and across the road, the local wombat is still here. The
environmental impact is positive and I would like to see drone delivery expand as the more drones used the less
cars used to deliver, much better for the environment. The environmental impact is something that is important
to us and a big plus. We had friends and family come over to trial using drone delivery they all liked it and want
it in their suburb so they can use it. I think it's good the local government support the trial to help shape the
future in drone deliver for Australia and the world.

Thanks for listening

Felicity Dalzell.

Sent from my iPad




